It is unclear the extent to which best practices for phenotyping disease states from electronic medical records (EMRs) translate to phenotyping adverse drug events. Here we use statin-induced myotoxicity as a case study to identify best practices in this area. We compared multiple phenotyping algorithms using administrative codes, laboratory measurements, and full-text keyword matching to identify statin-related myopathy from EMRs. Manual review of 300 deidentified EMRs with exposure to at least one statin, created a gold standard set of 124 cases and 176 controls. We tested algorithms using ICD-9 billing codes, laboratory measurements of creatine kinase (CK) and keyword searches of clinical notes and allergy lists. The combined keyword algorithms produced were the most accurate (PPV= 86%, NPV= 91%). Unlike in most disease phenotyping algorithms, addition of ICD9 codes or laboratory data did not appreciably increase algorithm accuracy. We conclude that phenotype algorithms for adverse drug events should consider text based approaches.
Introduction
Increasingly electronic medical records are leveraged for secondary use in research or quality improvement. These efforts require precise approaches to identify both disease status and drug outcomes (efficacy and adverse reactions). Much work has been done on phenotyping disease status and raw clinical measurements (laboratory values, etc). 1 Most algorithms use ICD-9 codes alone or in concert with laboratory values, medications, and/or keywords and often require repeated measurements (i.e., multiple instances of the same ICD-9 code). This works well for disease identification, but it is unclear how well these approaches translate to identifying adverse drug reactions. For example, while repeated measurements help ensure accuracy of disease diagnosis, these should only be a single event for drug adverse reactions (ADR).
This study compares multiple phenotyping approaches for identifying statin-related myotoxicity to highlight potential best practices for identifying adverse drug events. Statins are widely used drugs that decrease risk for cardiovascular disease. 2 Muscle toxicity is the most common side effect (1-5% in randomized controlled trials, 9-20% in observational studies) and reason for statin cessation. 3 Statin-induced myotoxicity is an excellent case study for the challenges involved in phenotyping adverse drug events as it falls along a spectrum of reactions from simple muscle pain to severe muscle break down. Although efforts define different categories along this spectrum will help 4 , the best approach extract this phenotype is unclear. There has been much work done on phenotyping this reaction in EMRs for pharmacovigilance [5] [6] [7] [8] , identification of drug interactions 9 , investigation of allergy documentation behaviors 10 , and for use in genetic studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, they each have used different approaches and even different phenotype definitions. One study used ICD-9 codes 9 while many others have used creatine kinase (CK, an indication of muscle breakdown). Many omit CK measurements taken in concert with troponin (indicative of suspected myocardial infarction) 15 , or require mild or moderate 6, 11, 14 (defined as 3x the upper limit of normal) elevations of the enzyme. Still others require complex temporal sequencing of CK elevations. 7 Natural language processing (NLP) has been used with success both alone, 8, 10 and in combination with the previous approaches. 5, 12, 13 Given these differences, it is unclear which approach is most accurate. Here we use algorithms outlined in these previous studies on a consistent phenotype definition to identify the best approach for identifying this adverse reaction.
Methods

Gold Standard Development
We selected 300 deidentified electronic medical records: BioVU. 16 All individuals to have at least one mention of a statin (see Table 1 ) as defined using the NLP tool MedEx 17 in the problem list or a history and physical note. Of these, we selected 138 records containing one or more of the following stems near the statin mention: cramp, muscle, pain, myo (myopathy/myositis), mya (myalgia), rha (rhabdomyolysis), ache, weak, hold, dc (discontinue). The remaining 162 records were selected randomly from a group of 3,870 individuals selected for statin exposure and genotype data availability. All records were reviewed by two reviewers (JDM, LKW) with discrepancies reconciled by JFP. Statin-intolerant individuals were considered cases unless attributed to another symptom (e.g. elevation of liver enzymes). In the case of statin holds or discontinuations, we only considered individuals as cases if specifically attributed to myotoxic side effects. We used to assess agreement between the reviewers.
Phenotyping Algorithms ICD-9-CM Algorithms: We used two types of ICD-9 codes identified in a previous study 9 those specifying drug toxicity/adverse reaction and those specifying muscle symptoms. Codes specific to drug toxicity (359. 4 Creatine-Kinase Algorithms: CK measurements are often used to identify statin myotoxicity. 7, 12, 15 Using these approaches, we tested five algorithms based on CK measurements after the first statin. 1) Moderate CK elevation (> 500 IU/L). 2) Any CK measurement that did not occur on the same day as a troponin measurement. 3) Moderate CK elevation (>500 IU/L) that did not occur on the same day as a troponin measurement. 4) Single CK measurement of any value within a 5 day period. 5) Single moderate CK elevation (>500 IU/L) within a 5 day period. Algorithms 4 and 5 were new algorithms premised on the hypothesis that CK measurements occurring in isolation (only CK measurement within 5 day window) may correlate with outpatient suspected statin myotoxicity.
Allergy Algorithms: Following a similar approach to Skentzos et.al., we investigated using allergy lists as a phenotyping approach. We extracted the allergy and adverse reactions section from the problem list and high value documents (history and physical, clinic notes, inpatient progress notes, etc.) using the tool SecTag. 18 We then split the allergy sections in both problem list and high value documents into single allergy listings and extracted all statins from Table 1 . From this list we removed any obvious reaction unrelated to myotoxicity (e.g. elevation of liver function tests, nausea, etc.). Given that the most common adverse reactions to statins are related to myotoxicity, we counted any allergy without a specified reaction as a myopathy case. To identify keywords for this filtering, we reviewed allergy listings in 300 independent records (hereafter referred to as the training cohort) in the larger data set from which our review sample was drawn. Original algorithms used keywords derived from this training sample, while corrected algorithms also include keywords identified in the gold standard population. The combined definition classifies cases with a listed allergy in either or both document types.
Keyword Algorithms: Natural language processing has previously been successfully applied to this phenotyping task. 10, 13 However these algorithms are not freely available. We created algorithms that identify myotoxicity related keywords in clinical communications and high value documents. As before, the original algorithms used inclusion and exclusion keywords derived from the training set and the corrected from both the training and gold standard set. We processed all clinical communications and high value documents with one or more statins in Table 1 and extracted phrases of different length around the statin keywords. We used a phrase length of 30 words (15 words before and after each statin mention) for clinical communications given the number of extraneous identifiers and dates listed, and a phrase length of 16 words (8 words before and after each statin) for high value documents. All code can be found at: https://github.com/laurakwiley/StatinMyopathy.git Combination Algorithms: We investigated the maximal benefit of combining algorithms together by creating two algorithms to identify 1) the greatest possible sensitivity and 2) the best balance of sensitivity and specificity.
Algorithm Evaluation not have statin myotoxicity) using four metrics: sensitivity (probability the algorithm classifies patient as a case when they have statin myotoxicity), specificity (probability the algorithm classifies patient as a control when they do not have statin myotoxicity), positive predictive value (PPV, probability the patient has statin myotoxicity when the algorithm classifies them as a case) and negative predictive value (NPV, probability the patient does not have statin myotoxicity when the algorithm classifies them as a control). To compare the different algorithms, we plotted algorithms in ROC (Receiver Operator Characteristic) space (comparison of true positive rate to false positive rate). Additionally, we assessed the ability of the algorithms to identify 
Results
There were a total of 124 cases and 176 controls identified from manual review. Of the 300 individuals reviewed, 157 (52.3%) were male. The majority (251, 83.7%) were white, 12.7% (38) were African American. The mean patient age was 66.58 (SD=14.0). Table 2 details the statin distribution in this population. The two reviewers achieved high agreement = 0.986). The mean number of statins prescribed and statins associated with myopathy per patient were 2.6 (SD=1.12) and 1.7 (SD=0.99) respectively.
ICD-9-CM and Creatine-Kinase Algorithms: Performance metrics for the ICD9 and creatine kinase algorithms are presented in Table 3 . Two ICD-9-CM codes (972.2 and 791.3) did not occur at all in our population and were excluded from further analysis.
Allergy and Keyword Algorithms: We reviewed 27,637 problem list allergy sections and 4,580 high value document allergy sections from our training cohort to create our original allergy-based phenotyping algorithm. We applied that algorithm to 33,971 problem list and 6,652 high value document allergy sections in our gold standard population. Performance metrics for the original and corrected algorithms applied to the problem list, high value document and a combination of both allergy sections are presented in Table 4 . To create the original keyword-based algorithms, we reviewed 1,220 clinical communications and 10,617 high value documents from our training set. We applied that algorithm to 1,925 clinical communications and 15,040 high value documents in our gold standard. Performance values for the keyword algorithms are also presented in Table 4 .
Combined Algorithms and Algorithm Comparison: The most sensitive algorithm (sens. = 0.99, spec. = 0.32, PPV = 0.51) included: all corrected allergy, all corrected keyword, the second CK (any value of CK, no troponin measurement) and the ICD9 algorithms and identified all but one case in our data set. The second most sensitive algorithm (sens. = 0.94, spec. = 0.84, PPV = 0.81) contained: all corrected allergy algorithms, all corrected keyword algorithms, and all ICD9 codes. This algorithm identified 116 of our 124 cases. The algorithm with the best balance of sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity = 0.88, specificity = 0.90, PPV = 0.86) included only the corrected allergy algorithms and the corrected keyword algorithms and identified 109 of our cases. A comparison of all algorithms in ROC (receiver operator characteristic) space is presented in Figure 1 .
Statin-Specific Evaluation: There was moderate agreement ( between the gold standard list of statins causing adverse reactions to the statin list extracted using the combined allergy algorithm. The accuracy (tolerant of false negatives) and completeness (tolerant of false positives) showed substantial respectively). Broken down by allergy origin, problem list and history and physical derived 1 Includes overlap (i.e., individuals on multiple statins). 2 Percentages of 124 myopathy events. 2 Any time. 3 After first statin mention. 4 Only CK measurement in 5 day period. allergies had almost perfect agreement for accuracy respectively). There between the gold standard and the combined keyword algorithm statin list. However, none of the accuracy agreement statistics for this 0.693 (substantial agreement).
Discussion
Many studies have identified statin induced myotoxicity from EMRs, but the performance of these methods at other institutions has been unclear. In this study, we tested multiple phenotyping approaches to identify best practices. Most phenotyping algorithms are assessed by positive and negative predictive values, but it is important to consider the goal. For some adverse reactions or study designs it is necessary to extract every case (i.e., high sensitivity) even with many false positives (i.e., low specificity). In other instances, the reverse may be desired.
Two of our algorithms used structured data: ICD-9 codes or CK measurements. For the ICD9 algorithms, codes specific for reactions to antilipemic drugs were use so infrequently as to be meaningless for phenotyping. Even with the more common muscle related codes, the sensitivity was 50% and should not be used for phenotyping. The more common approach of using CK levels also performed poorly (PPV = 54%, sensitivity = 32%) and was insufficient for identifying the myopathy adverse reaction. Although this test is discriminating in a clinical trial, at a tertiary care facility and Level 1 trauma center, CK are routinely measured following trauma or cardiac events. Although filtering CK measurements based on time (single CK measurement in a 5 day period) helped remove these off target measurements, the improved specificity came at the cost of decreased sensitivity. Similarly, excluding CK drawn in conjunction with troponin (indicating suspected cardiac event) increased specificity, but the sensitivity (30%) remained too low to be feasible for phenotyping. However if it is essential to identify most cases, using any CK measurement (i.e. any CK value) without troponin is very sensitive (89%). Importantly, over half of the cases identified were false positives and the algorithm could only identify 110 of the 124 cases. The sensitivity improves with inclusion of other algorithms but should only be used in cases where there are resources for manual review to exclude the high number of false positives.
Our text based approaches to identify statin allergy and myopathy related keywords both performed better than structured data approaches. Importantly we greatly improved the text algorithms by including phrases from the gold standard population. Thus it is likely important to adjust the algorithms based on documentation practices at each implementation site. At our institution allergies in the problem list were easy to extract and had an excellent PPV (100%), and acceptable sensitivity (57%). Allergy extraction from high value documents required addition computational time while keyword algorithms required computable narrative text from patient records, which may not be available to all investigators. Interestingly, clinical communications (i.e., notes among care providers and patients) provided extremely specific results (94-98%) even in the uncorrected algorithm. While the sensitivity was marginal (46%), these documents were less common which made the analysis more tractable. In summary, if investigators have access to the text of the medical records, these algorithms offered the best compromise of sensitivity and specificity in our study.
It is common to use of triangulation of multiple types of data to identify cases in phenotyping algorithms. 1 However, our results suggest that keywords alone are sufficient to identify statin related muscle adverse reactions. In fact, combination of keywords with ICD9 codes had a lower PPV compared to text models alone (81% and 86% respectively) and inclusion of laboratory measurements decreased specificity to intolerably low levels. Importantly, even our most sensitive algorithm could only identify 123 of the 124 cases. Unless it is critical to identify almost every case with this reaction, text-based approaches alone should be sufficient. Unfortunately, while problem list allergies were very accurate at identifying the specific statin causing the reaction, none of the algorithms had perfect assignments. Though this is somewhat expected (multiple statins are mentioned with respect to both the reaction and future treatment plans), it is a limitation that needs to be addressed in future studies.
There are important limitations with our study. The use of text stems to select our gold standard may have artificially improved performance of the text based algorithms. Additionally, the positive predictive values may be inflated due to artificially increased prevalence of statin-induced myopathy in our gold standard. Finally, the strong improvement from corrected algorithms re-emphasizes the need to tailor these algorithms to each study location.
In conclusion, text based approaches to identify statin related myotoxicity provided the best balance of sensitivity and specificity. Unlike in traditional disease state phenotyping algorithms, using multiple data types such as ICD9 and laboratory measurements did not appreciably increase algorithm performance. When considering developing adverse reaction phenotyping algorithms, text based approaches should be strongly considered.
